Schneiderhof
farm, farmhouse in Itter

Lindenboden 5 · A-6305 Itter · jmhorngacher@gmail.com · 0043 664 73499700
Additional information at https://www.schneiderhof-itter.tirol

Schneiderhof
farm, farmhouse in Itter
Our rustic, cosy farmhouse was lovingly renovated and is perfectly suited for a relaxing holiday with all the family. Surrounded
by the Kitzbühel Alps it is in a wonderful, peaceful location at the edge of the village of Itter. At the foot of the Hohe Salve,
embedded in the Tyrolean mountains, you'll find quiet and relaxation in wonderful nature.
On two terraces or in the small but cosy garden in front of the house you have plenty of space to linger, lie in the sun or simply
enjoy the day. The adjacent stable accommodates our small animals and of course you are welcome to pay them a visit.
The new 10-seater Salvista gondola in Itter is only a five-minute drive away and offers the perfect entrance to the ski area
SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser Brixental, one of the largest and most modern ski areas in Austria. There are numerous toboggan runs for
speedy, fun sled rides and in case of sufficient snow the cross-country ski trail is in walking distance. Thanks to its central
location, the flat is the ideal starting point for family hiking tours to the Tyrolean alpine pasture areas but also for demanding
summit tours to the high peaks of the Kitzbühel Alps or Kaiser mountains. A well developed cycling net offers numerous
options for extensive cycling tours.
Of course, cool water should also not be missing. The range of outdoor pools, natural and bathing lakes is very diverse and
exciting. With the mountain railway of SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser Brixental you can take your little ones hig...

on the hiking path · quiet location · central location · meadowlands · outskirts of town · near the forest

Rooms and Apartments
Current Offers
Apartment, bath, toilet, 4 or more bed rooms
On the ground floor there's a well equipped kitchen which is just
perfectly suited for cooking together, dining and having a chat. Right
opposite there is a cosy parlour where you can watch TV or rest...

ab

€ 233,00
per apartment on 25.01.2022

TO THE OFFER

1-7 Personen · 4 Bedrooms · 115 m²

Conditions
Check-in after 3 p.m.
Check-out till 9 a.m.
In the off-season you can use the holiday home all day on the day of departure - check-out by 6:00 p.m. (only if departure is on
a Sunday)
No party hut!
No pets.
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